
Thank you for participating in the Wisconsin Occupational License Study survey. Your feedback is
important.

2017 Wisconsin Act 59, section 9139, requires the Department of Safety and Professional Services (DSPS)
to submit a report to the Governor and the Legislature that includes recommendations for reform relating to
Wisconsin’s occupational licenses. To meet this requirement, DSPS is conducting a study to determine
which occupational licenses are truly needed to protect the public, and explore if less restrictive alternatives
may be appropriate. 

The purpose of this survey is to collect data and input from each state agency. Your response to the survey
questions will ensure accurate identification of each license the state requires, as well as the burdens
associated with each license. The data and input collected will be used to provide recommendations for
reform and improvement of Wisconsin’s occupational licensing requirements. 

Your participation by thoroughly answering the survey questions is vital to the success of this study and
necessary to fulfill the request of the Governor and Legislature. 

The following section will assist you in answering the questions appropriately.  

Instructions to Survey Respondents:

1. Survey Method: To begin the survey, click on the following link:  Wisconsin Occupational License Study.
The survey is designed to allow your agency to submit multiple entries if more than one Division or Bureau
regulates an occupational license. 

2. Deadline to Submit: The deadline to complete the survey is  Friday, March 30, 2018. Agencies
must complete the survey by this date. 

3. Assistance: Questions for assistance with the survey may be sent to 
DSPSLicensureFeedback@Wisconsin.gov. Please consult with your agency's Chief Legal Counsel to
determine if your agency regulates an occupation included in the licensing definition. 

4. Survey Questions:  This linked document contains all of the questions that are included in this
survey. Since additional research and outreach to other states may be necessary to appropriately respond
to certain questions, you may wish to use this document as a guide to gather the information and data prior
to beginning the survey. The survey may automatically skip certain questions based on your response to
the previous question. Therefore, some of the questions listed in the document may not be visible or
applicable to your specific agency. 
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Name & Title of Person
Completing Survey  

Agency Name  

Email Address  

Phone Number  

1. Please provide your name and title, agency name, and contact information for the
person completing this survey.

*

2. Does your agency issue or regulate any occupational licenses? (Note: If you are
unsure whether your agency meets the definition listed below, please consult with your agency's Chief

Legal Counsel.)  

"Occupational license" means any of the following: 

a.  A license, permit, certification, registration, or other approval granted under §167.10 (6m) or chapters
101, 145, or 440 to 480 of the statutes. 

b.  A license, permit, certification, registration, or other approval not included above if granted to an
individual by this state in order that the individual may engage in a profession, occupation, or trade in this
state or in order that the person may use one or more titles in association with his or her profession,
occupation, or trade.  

*

Yes

No
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3. Please provide the best point of contact for each occupation your agency
regulates. (Note: These individuals may be different than the person(s) completing the survey.)

Please include a contact name, email, and phone number. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: Contact name, email address, phone number
2. [Occupation]: Contact name, email address, phone number

*

4. List each occupation that your agency regulates, the type of license, and the
number of active licensees for each type.

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. Physician: License; 8,500

2. Wastewater Operator: Certificate; 2,300

3. Interior Designer: Registration; 1,200

4. Funeral Establishment Operator: Permit; 450

*
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5. List each licensed occupation and the related barriers or substantial hardships
that individuals may face to achieve licensure. 

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. Physician: [Explanation of barriers]

2. Wastewater Operator: [Explanation of barriers]

3. Interior Designer: [Explanation of barriers]

4. Funeral Establishment Operator: [Explanation of barriers]

*
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6. Specify each licensed occupation and the related estimated costs imposed on
individuals or entities as a result of regulation. (Note: Please itemize the estimated costs for

each category, which includes, but is not limited to, the following: initial licensing fee, tuition, examination

fees, registration/credential fees, cost of continuing education required for relicensure, other costs

individuals or entities may incur in order to obtain the required license, permit, certification, registration, or

other approval granted by this state in order to engage in a profession, trade, or occupation.)

Please number and list each occupation and related costs on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: $ [Total estimated cost]
a. Licensing fee: $
b. Initial Tuition/Education/Training: $
c. Continuing Education: $
d. Examination fees: $
e. [Other costs - please itemize]: $

2. [Occupation]: $ [Total estimated cost]
a. Licensing fee: $
b. Initial Tuition/Education/Training: $
c. Continuing Education: $
d. Examination fees: $
e. [Other costs - please itemize]: $

3. [Entity]: $ [Total estimated cost]
a. Application fee: $
b. Permit Fee: $
c. [Other costs - please itemize]: $

4. [Entity]: $ [Total estimated cost]
a. Application fee: $
b. Permit Fee: $
c. [Other costs - please itemize]: $

*
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7. Is your agency aware of any instances where occupational licensing regulations
have impacted the cost or availability of consumer goods or services? [i.e. increased
costs for goods or services, decreased availability of practitioners]

Yes

No

8. Please provide specific examples where state licensing regulations have impacted
the cost or availability of consumer goods or services.

9. Can the public reasonably expect to benefit due to the regulation of any of these
occupations?

*

Yes

No

Other: [Please specify]
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10. For each occupation, provide an explanation and supporting evidence to show
how the public can reasonably expect to benefit due to the regulation of the
occupation. Include research findings or other evidence to show how the benefit is
measured.

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line.  For example: 

1. [Occupation]: [Measurable benefit, supporting evidence]

2. [Occupation]: [Measurable benefit, supporting evidence]

3. [Occupation]: [Measurable benefit, supporting evidence]

4. [Occupation]: [Measurable benefit, supporting evidence]

*

11. Specify the occupation and explain why the public may not reasonably expect to
benefit due to the regulation of that occupation. 

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: [Explanation]

2. [Occupation]: [Explanation]

3. [Occupation]: [Explanation]

4. [Occupation]: [Explanation]

*
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12. Would the unregulated practice of any of the currently licensed occupations
cause harm or endanger the public health, safety, or welfare? (Note: The potential for

harm must be recognizable and not speculative and the consequences of incompetence are substantial

and irreversible.) 

*

Yes

No

Don't know

13. For each occupation, list the specific public harm or danger that could occur due
to unregulated providers. (Note: The potential for harm must be recognizable and not speculative

and the consequences of incompetence are substantial and irreversible.) 

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: [Explanation]

2. [Occupation]: [Explanation]

3. [Occupation]: [Explanation]

4. [Occupation]: [Explanation]

*

14. For any of the licensed occupations, could the general public be reasonably
protected from potential harm or danger through less restrictive means (other than
licensing)? 

*

Yes

No
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15. For each occupational group, provide examples of alternative means (other than
regulation or licensing) that could protect the general public from potential harm or
danger. 

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: [Alternatives]

2. [Occupation]: [Alternatives]

3. [Occupation]: [Alternatives]

*

16. List the occupations that would not subject the general public to harm or danger
should that occupation become unregulated.

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. 

*

17. Has your agency received any licensing complaints in the previous five years
(2013-2017) for any of the occupations that you regulate?

*

Yes

No 
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18. For each occupation, list the number of complaints that have been received in
each of the previous five years (2013-2017). In addition, indicate how many of those
complaints resulted in opening an investigation, and how many resulted in
disciplinary action. 

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: 
2013: 15 received, 14 investigated, 10 disciplinary action; 
2014: 20 received, 18 investigated, 15 disciplinary action; 
2015: 25 received, 20 investigated, 12 disciplinary action; 
2016: 30 received, 25 investigated, 20 disciplinary action; 
2017: 35 received, 30 investigated, 25 disciplinary action.

2. [Occupation]: 
2013: 15 received, 14 investigated, 10 disciplinary action; 
2014: 20 received, 18 investigated, 15 disciplinary action; 
2015: 25 received, 20 investigated, 12 disciplinary action; 
2016: 30 received, 25 investigated, 20 disciplinary action; 
2017: 35 received, 30 investigated, 25 disciplinary action.

*
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19. For each occupation, list the top three types of complaints your agency received
over the previous five years (2013-2017).

For each occupation and year, please number and list the top complaints on a separate line. a=top
complaint; b=2nd top complaint, c=3rd top complaint.  For example: 

1. [Occupation]:
a. Practicing without a license
b. Operating beyond the Scope of Practice
c. Failure to disclose discipline from another state

2. [Occupation]: 
a. Breech of contract
b. Failure to comply with educational requirements 
c. Practicing without required supervision

*

20. Has there been evidence of specific public harm that occurred prior to any of
these occupations being regulated in Wisconsin?

*

Yes

No

Don't know
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21. For each occupation, provide specific examples and documented evidence of the
public harm that was caused due to this occupation being unregulated.

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: [type of Harm], 
[Specific evidence - documented court case, etc.]

2. [Occupation]: [type of Harm], 
[Specific evidence - documented court case, etc.]

3. [Occupation]: [type of Harm], 
[Specific evidence - documented court case, etc.]

4. [Occupation]: [type of Harm], 
[Specific evidence - documented court case, etc.]

*

22. Do other states license or regulate any of these occupations or professional
scopes of practice?

*

Yes

No 
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23. For each occupation, list the state(s) and how they regulate that occupation. [i.e.

credential, certification, license, permit, registration, etc.]

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: 

Illinois: certification

California: license

Minnesota: permit

Michigan: registration

2. [Occupation]:

Arkansas: permit

Idaho: license 

Maine: certification

New Mexico: registration

New York: credential

*
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24. For each occupation, specify the requirement for each type of regulation and
renewal. [e.g. years of initial didactic or practical education, continuing education hours, exam,

refreshers, apprenticeship, internship, field experience, etc.]

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]:
Illinois: [Requirement]
California: [Requirement]
Minnesota: [Requirement]
Michigan: [Requirement]

2. [Occupation]:
Arkansas: [Requirement]
Idaho: [Requirement]
Maine: [Requirement]
New Mexico: [Requirement]
New York: [Requirement]

*

25. For each state that provides a different type of regulation than Wisconsin,
provide evidence of any specific public harm that occurred due to that state's type
of regulation for that occupation.

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: 

[State]: [Type of regulation]; [Harm caused and supporting evidence]

[State]: [Type of regulation]; [Harm caused and supporting evidence]

[State]: [Type of regulation]; [Harm caused and supporting evidence]

2. [Occupation]: 

[State]: [Type of regulation]; [Harm caused and supporting evidence]

[State]: [Type of regulation]; [Harm caused and supporting evidence]

[State]: [Type of regulation]; [Harm caused and supporting evidence]
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26. For each occupation, provide evidence of any specific public harm that occurred
prior to this occupation being regulated in that state.

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]: 

[State]: [information/evidence of harm];

[State]: [information/evidence of harm];

[State]: [information/evidence of harm].

2. [Occupation]: 

[State]: [information/evidence of harm];

[State]: [information/evidence of harm];

[State]: [information/evidence of harm].

27. For each state that does not regulate these occupations, has any specific public
harm occurred due to the occupation being unregulated?

*

Yes

No

Don't know
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28. For each unregulated occupation, provide evidence of the specific public harm
that occurred in that state [e.g. news articles or releases, etc.]

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example: 

1. [Occupation]:

[State]: [information/evidence of harm];

[State]: [information/evidence of harm];

[State]: [information/evidence of harm].

2. [Occupation]:

[State]: [information/evidence of harm];

[State]: [information/evidence of harm];

[State]: [information/evidence of harm].

*

29. Provide a summarizing statement from your agency or board why the license for
each occupation that your agency regulates is warranted or should be eliminated.

Please number and list each occupation on a separate line. For example:

1. [Occupation]: [Retain Regulation or Eliminate - Summarizing statement]

2. [Occupation]: [Retain Regulation or Eliminate - Summarizing statement]

3. [Occupation]: [Retain Regulation or Eliminate - Summarizing statement]

4. [Occupation]: [Retain Regulation or Eliminate - Summarizing statement]

*
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30. Do you have any additional comments, questions, or concerns that you would
like to share?
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